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Experience the power of facial muscles stimulation
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What is FaceStim®?

How does FaceStim work?

FACESTIM® is one of the unique features of JOVENA®. 
It’s an intense facial workout helping  to tight, volumise and tone the skin 
and muscles.

FACESTIM uses bipolar radiofrequency and muscle contractions based 
on diatermocontraction. This combines diathermy (deep thermal heating) 
and deep muscle contraction that can reach the deeper layers of the 
muscles without causing any side effects. Radiofrequency generates heat 
in the tissue, resulting in collagen denaturation. 
This helps produce new collagen formation that can help with tissue 
remodeling and shrinking of the lax connective tissue.

Why use FaceStim?

It’s the first individualised solution for treatment of the skin and the 
tonification of the face muscles in only 20 minutes, with minimal 
downtime.

Who is the right candidate for FaceStim?

Everyone can benefit from having less wrinkles and more lift. Ask if the 
FACESTIM procedure is suitable for you, please see the contraindications 
above.
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What areas can be treated with FaceStim?

How is the FaceStim procedure performed?

It targets the Frontalis, Zigomaticus, Risorius, Orbicularis Oris, Masseter 
& Platysma, the Facial Muscles (to give a nice face lift and corrects the 
facial asymmetry). It also works on the collagen remodeling and deep 
dermal layers of skin for perfect glowing and healthy skin.

The procedure is a simple and easy treatment that can start immediately 
after facial clensing. You will lay down during the treatments for 30 
minutes. 
During the treatment you will feel a mild heating sensation and 
comfortable muscle contractions. Once the procedure is completed you 
can go back to your daily routine.

Has it got any downtime periods?

FaceStim is a non invasive procedure which doesn’t require any periods 
of downtime or recovery.

Can I have the treatment all year round?

The answer is yes.
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How long does it take to notice the results?

Can I undergo the FaceStim treatment together with injections?

You begin to feel 10% of the results after the treatment. Optimal results 
are usually reported after 45 days from the procedure and continue to 
improve for several weeks with results lasting between 6 to 8 months.

FaceStim can be used together with these orther treatments.

Remember, If you have had any injections you will have to wait 2 weeks 
before having FaceStim treatment.

If you are starting the rejuvenation program, we advise to start with 
FaceStim and then have botox injections.

Speak to your clinician to personalise the course of treatment which is 
right for you.
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Via Antonio Di Genio, 26
84061 Ogliastro Cilento (SA) - Italy
+39 0974 19.36.516
www.breramedical.com - contact@breramedical.com

www.jovena.it

QUALITY CERTIFICATE
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
UNI EN ISO 13485:2016
UNI EN ISO 9001:2015
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